THE RECOMMENDATIONS
of the international research seminar of - the round-table conference of
«FUTURE Donetsk’s Basin in new political Situations: The outlooks of creation
Euro-regions in East Europe» (from 21 June as to 10 July 2014 yr.),
to 85-th with The birthday of Producing the scientist of-economist, the academician of
The academy of the economic sciences of Ukraine Valery Alexandrovicha Vasiljev
The first bloc of recommendations must touch the level of higher schools and
техникумов, in the first place, in Donetsk’s and in Zakarpatsk’s areas, taking into
account regional fastening made by the authors of researches. Them shall formulate in the
following way:
1.
To acknowledge perspective and to recommend the state and private institution of
highers education of Ukraine composing of plans SRL on 5 years old with the perspective
directions of researches on ten years old. This not only decides a matter of reception good
sociological information but also will arrange the labor of professorial – lecture’s team,
not to mention students doing him unequivocal and efficient (was supported The density
of information of education of Ukraine else in 2013yr.).//from 9 report and publications
doc. Sedelnikovoi L.G. as to cognitive marketing in Lipetsk;
2.
We to carry out адресную presentation in the Internet Room of the independent
research of students, specialists and Magisters in topical Internet-journals. It is there
operative to dispose the even provisional results of fulfilled research projects as to the

most socially resonance the directions of intellectual-spiritual activity, in which was
involved the higher school youth.//from 9 and 14 reports and publications doc.
Sedelnikovoi L.G. as to cognitive marketing in Lipetsk;
3.
We pay attention to expediency to use simultaneously two or even 3 InternetPage, what creates at the students of concrete higher school substantiated sensation values
in submitting of information, all the more, what its possible to arrange as to directions
with the attention concentration on main subject area The internet of-journal (for account
of only scientific and socio-cultural materials).//from 9 and 11 reports and publications
доц. Sedelnikovoi L.G. as to cognitive marketing in Lipetsk;
4.
Particular attention in circumstances of the deficit of financial resources and
specialists earn dummies Pages company Ucoz (RF) which provide qualitative
understanding arranging of маркетинговых researches with the auditoria of users as to
published materials over many years old.//from 9, 11 and 14 reports and publications doc.
Sedelnikovoi L.G. as to cognitive marketing in Lipetsk;
5.
Is necessary to introduce in training courses of state and private higher schools
the materials of the analysis of economic efficiency for the economics UIS of
privatization MC «Krivorzsteel» (the developments of the academician of AES Ukraine,
prof. CI University «Ukraine» V.A.Vasiljev) upgrading employees and developing global
partnership, as well as to introduce the description of the law of the preservation of labor
in the traineeship of system analysis, taking into account dynamics of the transformation
of fundamental ethnics of Europe and the necessity of ensuring of resistant intellectualspiritual growth including the peculiarities of the realisation of integrations ideas on
Donetsk’s Basin.//from 1, 2, 3 and 4 reports;
6.
To acknowledge necessary work as to give insisting academic disposition to
analysis the arts of youth introducing their work in no-destroy time library catalogs and
directories. Because meanwhile work of Library, culture develops and Humanity has
Willing.//from 14 report and Journal "Gleams" (scies. empl. T.N. Belenko,
I.A.Kornatskij, E.N. Lyadova);
7.
To to use the experience of carrying out by the students of the Carpathian
Institute of The university of «Ukraine» international program UNITED NATIONS
«Plant for the Planet» in 2007-2009 yryr. In participation organizing in sports
international programs and projects with the universities of European Union (organizers:
CI University «Ukraine» and the Azov’s Department of The academy of economic
sciences and business activity).//from 8 report.
The second bloc of recommendations touches the level of enterprises and
organizations (micro-economics). Them shall formulate in the following way:
1.
In the realization of the politics of price formation on enterprises and
organizations extremely permissible prices for should are disposed with accounting
сезонности, regionation , fashions and ect. Their determining on all without the
exception of article of manufacture, goods and services of must be based on the
objectively necessary expenditures of labor with the correlation observance between
profit and expenses on the payment of labor within 0,6 – 0,7, in other words The
profitability of labor (quotient arrived to wage with depreciation on it) should be within
60-70% for countries UIS and 20-25% for industrially developed countries (USA,
England, Germany, Japan and others.//from 16 report;
2.
In the calculations of the economic efficiency of capital investment
recommend to emanate from the basics of objective socioeconomic school born on
detected regularities as to intellectualization labor, the new category of labour and laws
about conservation and about no-destroy labour. For sample of micro-economical
analysis advisable to take the analysis of the economic efficiency of privatization MC

«Krivorozsteel» (the developments of the academician of AES Ukraine, prof. CI
University «Ukraine» V.A.Vasiljev).//from 16 and 4 reports;
3.
Based on tendency constantly of growing influence on the quality of life
of the point’s objects of the social infrastructure of teams, recommend to use suggested
by in 1992 year the methodology of the calculation of the parsimony of time in
optimization their sitting (Vasiljev A.V., of The methodological issue of improving of the
indicators of labor input: Social infrastructure. - Donetsk: Donetsk’s Basin, 1992. 151p.).//from 16 report.
The third bloc of recommendations touches агломераций, name, of the level of
cities and built-up areas (regional economics). Them shall formulate in the following
way:
1.
We recommend to executive committees and the mayors of the cities of
Ukraine to begin realization complex constructing with using of the project of building
with complete autonomous as to energy (the development of assistant director SF
«Mosproject» P.I.Poddubnyj and President Ukrainian Academy, academician
A.F.Onipko) who embodies in practice жизнедеятельности the principles of social
justice and the equalities of rights at the representatives of all strata and the social groups
of the population of city.//from 10 report;
2.
We consider it reasonable to use in completing constructions of the
residential and office constructions of regional centers and the capitals of states UIS
(Astana, Kiev, Mariupol, Zaporozhye, Uzhgorod, Ivano-Franko /Stanislaw etc) the main
elements of church's style (experience of modern Donetsk and ancient Lvov).//from 12
report;
3.
We to use the elements of the system of socio-status stimulation carrying
out systems approach in the development of the socio-ecology-economical models
agglomerations (of cities, of territories with high population density and others).//from 1го report;
4.
To ask the leadership of Donetsk’s area to appear on the level of The
cabinet of ministers of Ukraine with the initiative of arranging «Artemovsk’s
socioeconomic experiment», the as optimal possibility of activating of the role of small
cities and exit from social crisis in the implementation of designed regional economic
policy.//from 6-го report.
The fourth bloc of recommendations touches areas and territories controled as
to international contracts which are concluded by territorial administrations (regional
executive committees, by the governments of areas). Them shall formulate in the
following way:
1.
To recommend The cabinet of ministers of Ukraine to and President of
Ukraine with the purpose of processing the mechanism of deciding of the organizational
questions of the many vectors collaboration of Ukraine with Euro-Asia Union and
European Union to carry out program «East RENESSANS», by core which must be
experiment as to the creation of between areas coordination socioeconomic structure
«Donetsk-Lugansk’s Region» with the operation of territorial special zone «Artemovsk’s
FEZ». Advice « Donetsk-Lugansk’s Region» will be obligated to pay particular attention
to deciding of the social questions of ensuring of general employment and the observance
of the principles of social justice (the realisation of concept «Society General Labour»
Prof., Dr econ. scies Nursultan Abishevicha Nazarbaev) with accounting of the
peculiarities of the formation of modern administrative structures, complementing the
formed practice of control by economic complex.//from 13 and 7-го reports;
2.
The Ukraine national academy of sciences to consider question about the
methodological ensuring of the creation of experimental 'Donets-'Lugansk Region" and

«Artemovsk’s FEZ» with orientation on the creation «Society General Labour » (of
formed without class society) at expense effectively working between regions purely
social budget in the context of the provided possibilities of decentralization, in other
words not replace regional budgets, and to create third between regions in which to
accumulate dues on deciding of the purely social problems of “between areas” region
(experimental, but very progressive in nearest, and especial, in long-range
perspective).//from 2, 7, of and 16-го reports;
3.
To The Ukraine density of information of education in the support of The
ministry of foreign affairs of Ukraine and The embassies of European Union in Ukraine
to arrange the carrying out of topic «The Economical and ethnic-social tendencies of
integration process in East Europe on basis of the comparative analysis the regional and
ethnic peculiarities of the development of the areas of France, of Poland and Ukraine with
industrially by comparative potential», as well as topics «Ethnic-social prognostication the instrument of the realization of purposes European Union».//from 16-го report.
The fifth bloc of recommendations touches state and the between states levels of
control (macro-economics). Them shall formulate in the following way:
1. We recommend body ofs men of science and professional economists to support the
creation of group G-Global as addendum to mechanism G-20, in the purposes of the
formation of international economic policy and the search of global anti crisis
decisions (one of the most perspective initiatives of President Republic Kazakhstan,
Prof., Dr econ. scies N.A. Nazarbaev) bearing on rating the socioeconomic
civilization responsibility of The institute of economical and socio-cultural researches
by name Olga Vladimirovna Wasilevoi-Catholic (assignee DESMC The academy of
science of Ukraine).//from 15-го report;

2. The general Assembly of The organizations of incorporated Nations is
necessary to arrange the calculations of the possible ways of the development of world

economics as to three scenarios on the grounds of suggested by us general
methodological
and
methodological
toolkit
(http://azovaсademy.uсoz.org/publ/рroekt_teoretiko_metodologiсheskikh_osno/4-1-0-270 ) for all
states of members UNITED NATIONS, the as general coordinated project of overcoming
of deindustrialization the countries of third world and balanced mutually complementing
the development of industrially developed countries.//from 16-го report;
3. To the ministries of the economics of Ukraine, Belarus, Russian Federation and
other states UIS recommend as to the results of fulfilled researches following rates of tax
on capital with norms: From 0,2% till 2% on the personal property of citizens in the form
of домостроений and personal estate; From 2,0% till 3,0% on main manufacturing
funds; From 1,5% till 2,5% on unmanufacturing funds, floating assets, including payment
for earth; 2,0% -3,0% on contributions in national banks and facilities (values), persisted
in safes on the territories of country; 3,0% -4,0% on contributions, persisted in foreign
banks and facilities (values) persisted abroad;
4. Supreme Rade (to The advice) of Ukraine, State Dume Russian Federation, to
Parliament Republics Kazakhstan, to Supreme soviet Republics Belarus to and the
superior legislative authorities of countries UIS recommend to consider and to affirm:
- tax from the incomes of man (tax on the incomes of physical person, with
accounting of royalties in the fund of social insurance) follows take differentiatedly
depending on the amount of the income from the incomes of man of family;
- Royalties from artificial persons in pension's and other social funds advisable to
leave at the level of 30% calculated the income of physical person;
-Tax on profit depending on the level of the profitability of labor (for example, in
the norm of the profitability of labor 50% the minimal rate of tax 20%);
-Royalties from artificial persons in pension's and other social funds advisable to
leave at the level of 30% calculated the income of physical person.
Complementarily (of the instead sixth bloc of recommendations) as
enterprising proposal on between states level draw attention of the nongovernmental
bodies registered in UNITED NATIONS on expediency to support the challenging
projects of Civil international Committee Intellectual-spiritual Unity (Spain, Ukraine,
Serbia, Canada, India, Australia) www.сiс-wsс.org which are actualized already over
decades (from 2, 5, 6 and 16 reports):
- Adjudication to Intellectual-spiritual Leaders XX st. and XXI st. Names Medal
«Metropolitan Gothia and Kafy, Holy Ignatius» established Protoiereem f. Wasil
Konstantinovichem Multykh, have saved during Second World War coffin Metropolitan
Ignatius during the fire of Church in Mariupol, and by The Azov’s Department of The
academy of economic sciences and business activity in 1999 year. This prize highly
estimate and in Europe (academician V.Rusyaev, prof. M.Dobrochinskij, Veb-master
Julio Atance and others), and in America (writer-pilot Davis Clayton and others), and in
Asia, that is why its adjudication was always is valuable …, and after obtaining it in 2007
year official international status - especial;
-Adjudication to young scientists and explorers for report made on one of
international scientific forums with the participation of Civil international Committee
Intellectual-spiritual Unity, The names of Academic Prime-Bonus «KUMPAN (GolikaGuli-Karimova-Vasiljev)» the ambassador of active discussion on upstanding in it of
problems in Interenet-community which conditions its prestige (beginning with 1996 yr.),
and after obtaining it in 2007 year official international status and the attraction of
international financial institutes (Fund «Pioneer», Bank PEKAO SA in Warsaw) to
financing - especial;
-The support of social attestation on prestige estates in the social scientific
associations of East Europe («Dr. commercial» of AD AES&E, «Dr. Art» of AD AES&E

etc), as forms of the moral and status support of creative indistinguis habilities who do
not plan to earn using expertize certificates, but fulfilled interesting for science and the
practical workers of research and developments (these many specialists consider, as
organic addendum to Boloniya’s process; When «no annihilate» expert environment and
carefully attendent to working specialists and professionals).
Complementarily (of the instead seventh bloc of recommendations) as
enterprising proposal on between states level draw attention of the leadership of EuroAsia Union, of nations and the governments of the states of Asia on the expediency of the
realization of ecology-socioeconomic project «The Grenades FLOWER of Euro-Asia
(«ANARGUL»)» supposing constructing aqueous artery «DANARA» for transportation
to the Aral Sea of the waters of World Ocean (not above 2800 kilometers pipeline); To
stop raise which possibly in the realization of project «The Europian ecological SHIELD
of academician Valery Vasiljev»//from 11 and 16 reports.

Been used materials of INTERNET - resources for the presentation of reports:
1.
The first variant socio-ecology-economical model./Prof., cand.phis-mat.
scies Oleg Vasilevich Ogirko (Lvov)
http://cic-wsc.org/284%20%20%20%20%20359%202007.doc
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/shhira_pam_jat_budue_majbutne_pam_jataemo_vidatnogo_spivvitc
hiznika_vasilja_vasilovicha_leonteva/6-1-0-206
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/sistemnyj_analiz_kakim_on_dolzhen_byt_v_khkh1_stoletii/4-1-0207
СИСТЕМНЫЙ АНАЛИЗ - каким он должен быть в ХХ1 столетии

2.
The role of civil international initiatives in the formation of climate of
opinion against terror’s actions.//The chairman of Civil international Committee
Intellectual and Spiritual Unity, doctor Ernesto Garсia (Spain)
http://kumpanmuller.ucoz.de/publ/the_role_of_civil_international_initiatives_in_shaping_public_opinion_
against_terrorist_actions_dr_ernesto_garcia/1-1-0-82
http://cic-wsc.org/160LETTER%20INSTITUTIONS.pdf
http://cic-wsc.org/160%2018%204%2004%20azov%20academy%20(2).pdf
http://cic-wsc.org/284%20to%20Kind%20of%20Spain.pdf

3.
Ambiguous Custom Union - view from the Russia depth.//doc.,
cand.econ.scies. Sergei Vladimirovich Shkiotov (Russia).
http://www.ingnpublishing.com/journal/5/2010/5_maj/7/
http://www.e-rej.ru/Articles/2010/Shkiotov1.pdf
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/blog/ajik_alan_lt_ashikalan_gmail_com_gt_spasibo_re_2_zametki_po_tekst
u/2013-04-10-118
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/blog/ctrateg_i_arkhitektor_evrazijskoj_integracii_n_a_nazarbaev/201304-26-121
4.MC «Kriborozsteel» - real carried out positive for Ukraine and outlooks for
East Europe.//Memory Prof., the academician of AES Ukraine Valery Alexandrovicha
Vasiljev (Ukraine).
http://kumpanmuller.ucoz.de/publ/prilozhenie_k_lekcii_sovokupnyj_spros_i_sovokupnoe_predlozhenie/71-0-12
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/informacionnoe_obespechenie_distancionnogo_obuchenija/makroeh
konomika_economics_lekcii/combined_demand_and_combined_supplies_2_part/11-1-0-36
http://azov-academy.ucoz.org/publ/4-1-0-3
5.Modern ethnics in Europe.//Web-master, the full member of Civil
international Committee Julio Atance (Spain)
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/modern_ethics_in_europe_membership_cic_julioatance_july_2014_
zaragoza/1-1-0-293
http://kumpanmuller.ucoz.de/publ/nuevo_informe_para_unas_academias_zaragoza_12_06_2014_julio_ata
nce/7-1-0-81
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/blog/modern_ethics_in_europe_sovremennye_ehtnosy_v_evrope_dzhulio_a
tanse_ijul_2014/2014-07-21-161
http://cicwsc.org/513%20letter%20from%20Julio%20Atance%20to%20Alexander%20Vasiljev.pdf
http://cic-wsc.org/478%20PDF%20julio%20atance,%20about.pdf
6.Artemovsk’s area in Euro-region Donetsk’s Basin - possibility and
reality.//doc., cand.techn.scies
Liudmila Gennadievna Sedelnikova (Donetsk’s
Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/metodologicheskie_aspekty_sokhranenija_i_razvitija_konkurentospo
sobnosti_morskogo_transporta_a_v_shtepa/5-1-0-102
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/metodologicheskie_aspekty_sokhranenija_i_razvitija_konkurentospo
sobnosti_morskogo_transporta_a_v_shtepa/5-1-0-103
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/metodologicheskie_aspekty_sokhranenija_i_razvitija_konkurentospo
sobnosti_morskogo_transporta_a_v_shtepa/5-1-0-104
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/publ/artjomovskij_socialno_ehkonomicheskij_ehksperiment_osnovnye_kon
ceptualnye_idei_s_ja_bersuckaja_a_v_vasilev_l_g_sedelnikova/2-1-0-48

7.Willing Euro-regions in East Europe: Euro-region Donetsk’s Basin and
Azov’s Euro-region.//Dr. econ. (PhD), high scies empl., The honorary fellow of
Academy ES&E Russia A.V. Vasiljev (Donetsk’s Region)
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/publ/osoblivosti_vedennja_obliku_ta_auditu_u_promislovo_finansovikh_gr
upakh_grechanik_liliji_bogdanivni/1-1-0-26
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/budushhee_specialnykh_ehkonomicheskikh_zon_1_chast/4-1-0-43
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/budushhee_specialnykh_ehkonomicheskikh_zon_2_chast/4-1-0-44
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/budushhee_specialnykh_ehkonomicheskikh_zon_3_chast/4-1-0-45
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/budushhee_specialnykh_ehkonomicheskikh_zon_4_chast/4-1-0-46
http://iescr-catholic.ucoz.de/blog/otvet_iz_soveta_federacii_27_maja_14_46/2014-05-29-153
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/blog/sovremennaja_doneckaja_respublika_otnositelno_samostojatelnoe_v
_ploskosti_socialnoj_zashhity_naselenija_territorialnoe_obrazovanie/2014-05-19-150
8.Integration with European Union must lend positive impulse to the physical
upbringing of youth ZaCarpathian and all Ukraine.//The teacher of The Carpathian
Institute of University «Ukraine» Miroslaw Uirevich Loziuk (ZaCarpathian Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/to_euro_2012_k_100_littju_futbolu_u_zakarpatti_v_korolevo_miros
lav_lozjuk/4-1-0-94
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/naukovci_2011_roku_quot_azovskoji_akademiji_quot_av_aenipd_sc
ientists_of_2011_of_quot_azov_academy_quot/7-1-0-176
http://iescr-catholic.ucoz.de/blog/28_ijulja_2011_poklohhyj_grahithyj_krest/2011-08-16-35
9.Cognitive marketing in the progression of educational services of in
Ukraine.//Student Denis Sedelnikov (Donetsk’s Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/informacionnoe_obespechenie_distancionnogo_obuchenija/makroeh
konomika_economics_lekcii/to_european_union_intensive_in_university_intensivnij_praktik
um_po_pablik_rilejshnz/11-1-0-89
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/to_evro_2012_quot_sources_european_unity_quot_dzherela_ednann
ja_evropi/4-1-0-87
10. Innovative project for European Union - energy autonomous building with
wind energy installation of Petra Ivanovicha Poddubnogo and Alexeya Fedorovicha
Onipko.//vice-director "Mosproekta" Petr Ivanovich Poddubnyi (Dniepropetrovsk).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/otzyv_na_proekt_zdanija_s_polnoj_ehnergeticheskoj_avtonomnostju
_razrabotannyj_zam_direktora_chp_mosproekt_p_i_poddubnym_i_akad_a_f_onipko/7-1-0290
http://kumpanmuller.ucoz.de/publ/kazenergy_eurasian_forum_yiii_astana_european_ecological_shield/71-0-68

11.The legal aspects of attestation in the realisation of Boloniya’s system in the
Universities of Donetsk’s Basin.//Magister Igor I. Strigunov (Donetsk’s Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/prognoz_naibolee_nuzhnykh_narodnomu_khozjajstvu_specialnostej/
4-1-0-131
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/naukovci_azovskoji_akademiji_av_aenipd_v_globalizovanomu_sviti
_o_v_vasilev/4-1-0-183
12.Architectonic details with church’s contents - as basis of the appealingness
of modern city: On example of Donetsk and Lvov.//the doctor of arts Zinovii
Sokolovskii, high Lector Oxana Yanoshchak-Pshybylo (Ivano-Frankovsk/Stanislaw).
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/publ/metodologichni_zasadi_osmislennja_dzherel_sakralnoji_arkhitekturi_c
entralnoji_evropi_d_i_s_e_r_t_a_c_i_ja_sokolovskogo_zenona_bogdanovicha/1-1-0-41
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/stanislaw_vidrodzhuemo_avtentichnu_nazvu_mista_revive_the_auth
entic_name_of_city/4-1-0-171
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/recenzija_na_disertacijnu_robotu_metodologichni_zasadi_osmislenn
ja_dzherel_sakralnoji_arkhitekturi_centralnoji_evropi_quot/4-1-0-174
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/v_i_d_g_u_k_na_disertacijnu_robotu_metodologichni_zasadi_osmis
lennja_dzherel_sakralnoji_arkhitekturi_centralnoji_evropi_quot/4-1-0-172
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/v_i_d_g_u_k_na_disertacijnu_robotu_metodologichni_zasadi_osmis
lennja_dzherel_sakralnoji_arkhitekturi_centralnoji_evropi_quot/4-1-0-173
13. Ukraine in rating socioeconomic civilization responsibility.//Magister
Anargul M. Uakhijanovna (KazUEF&IT, Kazakhstan ).
http://iescrcatholic.ucoz.de/publ/rejting_socialno_ehkonomicheskoj_civilizacionnoj_otvetstvennosti/21-0-46
14.Journal "Gleams" in Bakhmute/Artemovsk as social-political phenomenon
for East Europe.//scientific empl. T.N. Belenko, I.A.KORNATSKII, E.N. Lyadova
(Donetsk’s Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/probleski_v_bakhmute_artjomovske_i_v_nashgorode_b_gorbatova/3
-1-0-285
15.The creation of group G-Global as addendum to mechanism G-20, in the
purposes of the formation of international economic policy and the search of global
anti crisis decisions: About the initiative of President Republic Kazakhstan, Prof., Dr
econ.(PhD) N.A. Nazarbaev.//the female student of 3-го course Natalia Alexandrovana
Vasiljev (Donetsk’s Region).
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/samoe_znachitelnoe_sobytie_2014_goda_vystuplenie_n_a_nazarbae
va_na_7_om_astaninskom_ehkonomicheskom_forumese/7-1-0-288
http://www.group-global.org/ru/page/view/539
http://www.group-global.org/ru/page/view/538
http://www.group-global.org/ru/page/view/537

16.RECOMMENDATIONS from Civil International Committee and The
Institute of economical and socio-cultural researches (assignee DESMC The academy
of science of Ukraine) in The project of Worldwide Anti-crisis plan//Dr Ernesto Garcia,
dr Alexander Vasiljev, master Julio Atance (Spain, Ukraine, Kazakhstan).
http://www.group-global.org/ru/page/view/515#comment_515
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/chetvertyj_blok_predlozhenij_k_mirovomu_antikrizisnomu_planu
_k_otvetu_po_razdelu_kasatelno_realizacii_koncepcii_obshhestva_vseobshhego_truda/11-0-276
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/chetvertyj_blok_predlozhenij_k_mirovomu_antikrizisnomu_planu
_k_otvetu_po_razdelu_kasatelno_realizacii_koncepcii_obshhestva_vseobshhego_truda_2/1
-1-0-277
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/chetvertyj_blok_predlozhenij_k_mirovomu_antikrizisnomu_planu
_k_otvetu_po_razdelu_kasatelno_realizacii_koncepcii_obshhestva_vseobshhego_truda_3/1
-1-0-278
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/chetvertyj_blok_predlozhenij_k_mirovomu_antikrizisnomu_planu
_3/1-1-0-279
http://azovacademy.ucoz.org/publ/chetvertyj_blok_predlozhenij_k_mirovomu_antikrizisnomu_planu
_5/1-1-0-281

Particularly organizers note professional work:
-Team providing the permanent operation of communication site G-Global
created as to the initiative of President Republic Kazakhstan, Prof., Dr econ. (PhD)
Nursultan Abishevich Nazarbaev;
-Organizing committee 1Х and X International research conferences
«Modern science: Topical problem and ways their decisions », Russian Federation,
city. Lipetsk (18-19 July 2014 yr.): Nagornogo Stanislava Alexandrovicha, Dr
techb.scies, Prof., Bugakova Alexeya Valerevicha, high Lector, empl. Board
member Federation, Vasiljev Alexander Valerevich, Dr econ. (PhD), prof.
KazUEF&E, Kovalenko Iriny Anatolevny, cand.techn.scies, doc., Levina Maxima
Iurevicha, cand.techn.scies, pres. MNP «National Fund Innovation», Levinoi
Ekateriny Iurevny, Gen.dir. «Maximal IT», Novikova Maxima Sergeevicha,
gen.dir. CPI «Right Choice», Sedykina Sergeya Vladimirovicha, can.econ.scies,
Chubakovoi Olgi Iurevny, Dr econ. scies who provided reviewing and the edition
of three fundamental clauses of the participants of international research seminar «Cognitive marketing in the progression of educational services of in Ukraine»
(doc. Sedelnikova L.G.), «Rating socioeconomic civilization responsibility» (Dr
econ. (PhD) Vasiljev A.V., Galieva A.KH., Uakhijanova A.M.), «To study
economics: Necessary utopia, as to Edgaru Fogu, in XXI century» (doc.
Sedelnikova L.G., Dr econ. (PhD) Vasiljev A.V., cand.econ.scies. Bersutskaya
S.Ya.).

Kondratii Bulavin and Temple 1797 yr.
BY CERTIFICATES note activity and the presented reports of following
participants:
1. Julio Atance – The full member of Civil international Committee http://cic-wsc.org/
(Spain);

and Names Medal «Holy Ignatius»
2. Doc. Sedelnikova L.G. - of The donetsk’s university of economics and rights
(Ukraine);
3. Uakhijanova A.M. - Lector KazUEF&IT (Kazakhstan).
Formed modern situation, to deep regret, supposes the search of nonstandard decisions
not that what to development of those school ofs science in East Europe and Eurasia, and to the
elementary conservation of attained level. To us by everything really was lucky, for last decades
developed and was lifted on modern level the science of Republic Kazakhstan which, in the first
place, was carried out toing thank the Great work of professor, Dr econ. (PhD) Nursultan
Abishevich Nazarbaev and all insisting scientists of this young country with ancient and deep
culture. That is why we aim to make, with its side, everything possible, in order to retain the
tempo of intellectual-spiritual growth in Euro-Asia for the account of the broad attraction of the
scientists of Republic Kazakhstan to the discussion on of our researches, of reports and
developed recommendations.

